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Executive Summary
The Atmospheric Carbon and Transport-America (ACT-America) mission will advance society’s
ability to predict and manage future climate change by enabling policy-relevant quantification of
the carbon cycle. Sources and sinks of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are poorly
known at regional to continental scales. ACT-America will enable and demonstrate a new
generation of atmospheric inversion systems for quantifying CO2 and CH4 sources and
sinks. These inversion systems will be the first ever with the precision, accuracy, and
resolution needed to 1) evaluate and improve terrestrial carbon cycle models, and 2)
monitor carbon fluxes to support climate-change mitigation efforts. Applications of these
inversion systems beyond the conclusion of the mission will improve diagnoses of the carbon
cycle across the globe for decades.
The overarching goal described above will be achieved via three mission goals: 1) reduce
atmospheric transport uncertainties; 2) improve regional-scale estimates of CO2 and CH4
fluxes; and 3) evaluate the sensitivity of Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2) column
CO2 measurements to regional variability in tropospheric CO2. The mission goals and their
associated objectives define the baseline mission and address the three primary sources of
uncertainty in atmospheric inversions: atmospheric transport, prior flux estimates, and sparse
atmospheric CO2 and CH4 data. The threshold mission eliminates goal 3, and compromises on
the degree of improvement in goals 1 and 2 by reducing the number of flight campaigns.
Figure 1. ACT-America
supports NASA’s Carbon
Cycle and Ecosystems, and
Atmospheric
Composition
missions
by
improving
quantification of CO2 and
CH4 sources and sinks,
enabling
detection
of
changes in the carbon cycle,
and enhancing the utility of
satellite
CO2
observing
systems.
ACT-America will achieve these goals by deploying airborne and ground-based platforms to
obtain data that will be combined with data from existing measurement networks and integrated
with an ensemble of atmospheric inversion systems. Aircraft instrumented with remote and in
situ sensors will observe how mid-latitude weather systems interact with CO2 and CH4 sources
and sinks to create atmospheric CO2/CH4 distributions. A model ensemble consisting of a
mesoscale atmospheric transport model with multiple physics and resolutions options nested
within global inversion models and surface CO2/CH4 flux ensembles will be used to predict
atmospheric CO2 and CH4 distributions. We will prune our model ensemble to those members
best able to simulate the measured atmospheric CO2 and CH4 distributions. This pruned flux
and transport model ensemble will form the basis of the next generation of atmospheric
inversion systems, enabling more precise and accurate, regional-scale atmospheric
inversions, and satisfying goals 1 and 2.
The summer 2014 launch of OCO-2 will provide a dramatic expansion of atmospheric CO2
measurements. ACT-America will collect high-quality column and in situ CO2 measurements
across a variety of continental surfaces and atmospheric conditions directly under OCO-2
overpasses to evaluate the ability of OCO-2 to observe high-resolution atmospheric CO2
variations. The improved quantification of OCO-2 observational uncertainties will improve
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the utility of OCO-2 data in atmospheric inversion systems and will satisfy goal 3. The
results from goals 1-3 will be integrated in the final year of the mission into an inverse analysis
of North American sources and sinks of CO2 and CH4 from 2009 through 2018, which we
anticipate will show a factor of three reduction in uncertainty relative to current atmospheric
inversion results for the continent. The transport and flux processes, and OCO-2 data
characteristics studied will be common across mid-latitudes, thus the results of the mission will
improve atmospheric inversions around the globe and over decades.
The eastern half of the United States, a region that includes a highly productive biosphere,
vigorous agricultural activity, extensive gas and oil extraction, dynamic, seasonally varying
weather patterns and the most extensive carbon cycle and meteorological observing
networks on Earth, serves as an ideal setting for the mission. ACT-America will deploy the
NASA P-3B and UC-12 aircraft to measure atmospheric CO2 and CH4 in the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) and free troposphere (FT). The mission proposes a total of 70 science
flights, 528 hours for the P-3B and 396 hours for the UC-12, dedicated in a roughly 3:3:1 ratio
among fair weather, stormy weather, and OCO-2 underpass flight patterns. For fair and stormy
weather flights, the P-3B will fly at 3-8 km above ground, collecting in situ measurements in the
lower FT, remotely sensed, column-averaged CO2 measurements focused on the ABL, and
occasional in situ vertical profiles. The UC-12 will primarily sample the ABL. For OCO-2
underflights, the P-3B will fly at 8 km above ground with the UC-12 flying in the ABL, both
along the OCO-2 flight track. The existing in situ tower CO2/CH4 observing network will be
enhanced with five additional tower sites. The mission will deliver 2-3 times more high-quality
lower tropospheric CO2 and CH4 observations than any previous airborne campaign. ACTAmerica will be the first mission ever to focus on improving atmospheric inversions via
studying synoptic-scale atmospheric transport.
The ACT-America schedule includes a 1-year preparation and integration phase, five 6-week
campaigns across four different seasons and 3 years, and 1 year dedicated to analyses. Each
campaign will yield progress towards the three mission goals, and these results will be integrated
to achieve the overall goal in the final year of the project.
ACT-America will deploy high-quality, field-tested (TRL-8 (Technology Readiness Level)
or higher) trace gas and meteorological instruments. The mix of remote and in situ sensors
enables extensive spatial coverage of key variables. The P-3B instrument complement
includes the Multi-Functional Fiber Laser Lidar for CO2 columns, range to ground and surface
reflectance; the High Spectral Resolution Lidar for ABL depths and atmospheric aerosols;
Picarro cavity ring-down spectrometers for in situ CH4, CO2, water vapor and carbon monoxide
(CO); 2B Technologies for in situ ozone; Flasks for CO2, CH4, CO, carbonyl sulfide, and 14CO2;
and an environmental suite for in situ pressure, temperature and winds. The UC-12 has the same
in situ sensors save for winds. Towers utilize Picarros for in situ CO2 and CH4.
ACT-America brings together world-class science and management teams. Principal
Investigator Kenneth Davis (Penn State) leads a Science Team that includes experts in
atmospheric measurements, atmospheric inversions, satellite remote sensing, and data
management. Project Scientist Syed Ismail (Langley Research Center (LaRC)) leads the
instrument investigators on the airborne platforms. Project Manager Byron Meadows (LaRC)
leads a mission management team with over 30 years of experience leading airborne campaigns,
including the Langley-managed DISCOVER-AQ Earth Venture mission. ACT-America employs
proven management processes, high TRL instruments, and reliable aircraft to yield a low-risk,
high-return investigation operating from airfields and in airspace within the continental US. The
total proposed investigation cost is $30.8 M (NASA Science Mission Directorate $30.0 M; Penn
State $0.35M; NASA LaRC $0.5M).
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Science
Investigation

1.1 Science Goals and Objectives
Overarching goal: The Atmospheric Carbon and TransportAmerica (ACT-America) mission will advance society’s ability
to predict and manage future climate change by enabling policyrelevant quantification of the contemporary carbon cycle. This
mission will enable and demonstrate a new generation of
atmospheric inversion systems for quantifying regional carbon
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) sources and sinks. These
inversion systems will be the first ever with the precision,
accuracy, and resolution needed to 1) evaluate and improve Figure 1-1. The ACTterrestrial carbon cycle models at continental scales, and 2) America mission addresses
monitor carbon fluxes to support climate-change mitigation the three primary sources of
efforts. This will be achieved with an airborne mission that will uncertainty in atmospheric
improve our understanding of regional CO2 and CH4 sources inversions:
atmospheric
and sinks, atmospheric transport, and satellite column CO2 transport, sources and sinks
observations (Figure 1-1). Applications of the inversion of carbon, and atmospheric
systems beyond the conclusion of this mission will improve concentration
diagnoses of the contemporary carbon cycle across the globe measurements.
for decades.
1.1.1 Needs
Understanding the terrestrial carbon cycle is essential for diagnosing current and predicting
future climate change (Marquis and Tans, 2008; Gregory et al., 2009; Michalak et al., 2011). The
Earth’s terrestrial biosphere has been a strong net sink of atmospheric CO2 for 3 decades (e.g.,
LeQuere et al., 2009), substantially slowing the rate of accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere
from combustion of fossil fuels. CH4 is accumulating in the atmosphere and is the second largest
contributor to anthropogenic climate change (Montzka et al., 2011, Dlugokencky et al., 2011).
The causes of the net biogenic CO2 sink, its location and magnitude (Peylin et al. 2013), and its
likely evolution in the future (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2006) all remain highly uncertain,
contributing substantial uncertainty to our projections of future climate (Stocker et al., 2013).
North American biogenic CO2 fluxes, for example, are known on a 5-year, continentally
aggregated basis to an accuracy no better than 50% (SOCCR, 2007; King et al., 2012).
Individual annual estimates from biosphere models, biomass inventories, and atmospheric
inversions (Hayes et al., 2012; Peylin et al., 2013) often diverge by a factor of 2. U.S. CH4
inventories (U.S. EPA, 2013a,b; Eur. Comm, 2009) differ from atmospheric estimates by nearly
50% (Bruhwiler et al., submitted; Miller et al., 2013; Kort et al., 2008). The renaissance in oil
and gas extraction has raised concerns regarding CH4 leakage (Howarth et al., 2011; Alvarez et
al., 2012) and added uncertainty to the already complex and poorly understood CH4 budget.
Significant progress quantifying the carbon cycle has been made at the global scale and at the
scale of flux tower footprints (~1 km2), but we lack the ability to diagnose CO2 and CH4 sources
and sinks with regional (~106 km2) resolution. Regional scales are critically important because
they are the scales (biomes, agricultural zones, geopolitical units) over which management
activities take place, and over which ecological processes drive terrestrial fluxes. Our inability to
diagnose the carbon cycle at regional scales severely restricts our ability to monitor emissions
management efforts (Pacala et al., 2010) and to evaluate and improve the accuracy of terrestrial
carbon cycle models (Huntzinger et al., 2012). Accurate and precise diagnoses of CO2 and
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CH4 fluxes that are ongoing, possess regional and annual resolution, span the globe, and
encompass decades, are needed.
Atmospheric inversions have the potential to provide accurate and precise diagnoses of
CO2 and CH4 fluxes at the requisite spatial and temporal scales. Atmospheric inversion
models (e.g., Baker et al., 2006a) are data analysis systems used to convert measurements of the
atmospheric concentration (mole fraction) of CO2 and CH4 (hereafter C) into estimates of
sources and sinks (fluxes) of these gases. Inversions are performed in two steps. Atmospheric
mole fractions are simulated by combining a first guess of fluxes (e.g., a model of ecosystem
respiration and photosynthesis), referred to as a prior flux estimate, with a model (actually a
reanalysis, or modeled interpolation of meteorological measurements) of atmospheric transport.
The prior fluxes are merged with the transport reanalyses to predict space-time distributions of
atmospheric C mole fractions. The simulated mole fractions are then compared to mole fraction
observations, such as those collected by the global long-term observing network (Conway et al.,
1994; Dlugokencky et al., 2011) or satellite platforms (Yokota et al., 2009; Bergamaschi et al.,
2007). The prior flux estimates are then adjusted to minimize the difference between the
observed and modeled atmospheric mole fractions.
Atmospheric inversions have proven invaluable in determining global to zonal, decadal-scale
sources and sinks of C (e.g., Tans et al., 1990; Ciais et al., 1995; Bousquet et al., 2006). At
present, however, with the exception of a few focused regional studies with high-density
atmospheric observations and high-resolution atmospheric models (Lauvaux et al., 2012a, b),
atmospheric inversions are unable to provide useful constraints on the carbon cycle at the
regional, annual scales essential for advancing carbon cycle science. The fact that inverse flux
estimates were not used to evaluate terrestrial carbon models (King et al., 2012) or to assess
continental-scale carbon budgets (Stocker et al., 2013) is indicative of this lack of confidence.
Extensive investments have gone into the development of atmospheric inversions; these include
new observations, such as the Greenhouse gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT, Yokota et al.,
2009) and the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2, Crisp et al., 2004; 2008), as well as
modeling systems, such as NASA's Carbon Monitoring System (CMS, Liu et al. 2013) and the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)'s Carbon Tracker (CT, Peters
et al., 2007). To date, however, these investments have not resulted in clear improvements in the
accuracy and precision of atmospheric inversions (Peylin et al., 2013; Chevallier and O’Dell,
2013). Additional observational investments are planned (OCO-3, Eldering et al., 2013; Active
Sensing of CO2 Emissions over Nights, Days, and Seasons (ASCENDS), NRC, 2007). While
enhanced observations are necessary to improve inversions (Rayner and O’Brien, 2001), it is
unlikely that added observations alone will achieve the desired improvements (Gurney et al.,
2002).
The current uncertainty in atmospheric inversions is due to three factors: sparse
atmospheric C data, uncertainty in atmospheric transport of these gases, and highly
uncertain prior flux estimates. Progress on all three fronts is needed to achieve high accuracy,
high precision, and high resolution atmospheric inversions. This mission addresses the
following three unmet needs: 1) A coordinated observational effort to reduce uncertainty in
the atmospheric transport reanalyses used in atmospheric inversions. Uncertainty in
atmospheric transport is one of the major sources of uncertainty in inverse flux estimates (Baker
et al., 2006a; Stephens et al., 2007; Gerbig et al., 2008; Chevallier et al., 2010a; Lauvaux and
Davis, in press). The current atmospheric transport uncertainty in inverse estimates of net
biogenic CO2 fluxes for temperate North America is 0.3-0.5 PgC yr-1 (Gurney et al., 2002; Baker
et al., 2006a) and has not changed significantly over the past decade (Peylin et al., 2013).
Different atmospheric transport models yield N. American annual CO2 inverse flux estimates
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that differ by 65% (Peylin et al. 2013). Rigorous quantification of transport error in CH4 flux
estimates does not exist. 2) Improved prior estimates of carbon sources and sinks. The
magnitude of seasonal fluxes of CO2 in biogeochemical models in a N. American synthesis
varied by a factor of 2 to 3 (Huntzinger et al., 2012). Comparisons between eddy covariance and
modeled CO2 fluxes show similar ranges of disagreement among models and relatively weak
agreement with observations (Raczka et al., 2013; Schaefer et al., 2012; Richardson et al.,
2012a). Methane models and observations are less developed than for CO2, thus broad
assessments of model quality are not available. More realistic prior flux estimates improve our
ability to use long-term atmospheric data (tower network, OCO-2) for atmospheric inversions. 3)
Evaluation of the high-resolution spatial variability in OCO-2 column CO2 observations.
While there are plans for observational validation of OCO-2 column CO2 measurements using
point-based measurements (e.g., Wunch et al., 2010; 2011), no continuous comparisons along
the flight track are planned. The high-resolution, global-scale observations from OCO-2 promise
greatly improved atmospheric CO2 inversions across the globe (Miller et al., 2007), but questions
remain concerning the accuracy and precision of these observations (Bréon and Ciais, 2010). In
particular, complex surfaces, aerosols, and clouds may cause spatial variations in observed
radiances to be misinterpreted as variations in column CO2. Evaluating the fidelity of the OCO-2
data across space will greatly improve the utility of these data in atmospheric inversions.
1.1.2 Mission Goals
The overarching mission goal will enable a
factor of three reduction in uncertainty in
regional (~106 km2) to continental scale
atmospheric inverse C flux estimates relative
to the current state. ACT-America will
demonstrate this uncertainty reduction for
North America. The overarching goal will be
achieved via three synergistic mission goals
(Figure 1-2) and associated objectives.
Goal 1: Reduce transport uncertainty for
temperate latitude atmospheric inversions.
This first-ever sustained airborne study of
atmospheric transport of greenhouse gases
(GHGs) will greatly reduce transport
uncertainty in atmospheric inversions.
Goal 2: Provide regional-scale, top-down Figure 1-2. ACT-America will deploy sustained
constraint on seasonal CH4 emissions and airborne measurements to reduce uncertainty in
biogenic CO2 fluxes. Airborne measurements regional atmospheric inverse estimates of CO2
will directly reduce uncertainty in seasonal, and CH4 sources and sinks by a factor of 3,
regional CH4 and biogenic CO2 fluxes.
enabling data-driven understanding of climate
Goal 3: Evaluate the sensitivity of satellite- management options. The mission builds upon
based passive measurements of CO2 from and improves the utility of our nation’s
OCO-2 to regional variability in tropospheric investment in long-term carbon cycle
CO2.The mission will provide high- observation and analysis systems.
resolution, highly calibrated airborne observations under the OCO-2 flight track to document the
degree to which OCO-2 observations capture spatial gradients in atmospheric CO2 caused by
regional-scale terrestrial fluxes.
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Deliverables associated with these goals address the three primary sources of uncertainty in
atmospheric inversions and enable the overarching mission goal of improved regional
diagnoses of CO2 and CH4 sources and sinks.
1.1.3 Baseline science objectives and expected impacts
Objective 1.1: Reduce transport uncertainty for inverse estimates of net annual biogenic North
American CO2 fluxes to 0.1 PgC yr-1 or less. 1.2: Reduce transport uncertainty in regional (106
km2) net annual biogenic CO2 flux estimates to 20 TgC yr-1 (0.02 PgC yr-1) or less. These
uncertainty objectives correspond to roughly 20% uncertainty in net annual fluxes, compared to
current net flux uncertainties of 60-100% at the continental scale (Chevallier et al., 2010b; Peylin
et al., 2013), and unquantified uncertainties at regional scales. Transport uncertainty in CH4
inversions will also be reduced, but current quantification of inversion uncertainties is limited.
Impacts: A continental biogenic CO2 flux uncertainty of 0.1 PgC yr-1 would approach the level
of uncertainty in national anthropogenic CO2 emissions (~ 0.05 PgC yr-1, U.S. EPA, 2013a) and
is well below the roughly 0.5 PgC yr-1 interannual variability in continental fluxes (Peylin et al.,
2013). The regional uncertainty objective yields a flux density uncertainty of 20 gC m-2 yr-1,
similar to the uncertainty achieved by a ~1 km2 footprint eddy flux tower (Ricciuto et al., 2008)
Objective 2.1: Determine regional (106 km2) CH4 emissions and 2.2: biogenic CO2 fluxes in our
intensive study regions for the period of each flight campaign to 20% uncertainty or less.
Impacts: The CH4 uncertainty estimates represent a major improvement over the current 50%
discrepancies between emissions estimates and will bridge the gap between short-term, shale
basin-scale measurements (Karion et al., 2013a) and national assessments (U.S. EPA, 2013a).
The seasonal inverse CO2 flux estimates will provide benchmarks for discriminating among the
factor of 2 differences in regional terrestrial biosphere model estimates (Huntzinger et al., 2012).
Objective 3.1: Quantify and diagnose surface- or aerosol-related biases in OCO-2 column CO2
measurements greater than 0.5 ppm with 20 km spatial resolution. Impacts: The primary OCO-2
validation method (being applied currently to GOSAT observations) is built around spatially
fixed column measurements and obtains roughly 0.5-ppm precision (Wunch et al., 2010, 2011).
Quantifying how accurately OCO-2 can capture high-resolution (20-km) variations in
tropospheric CO2 along its flight track over the continents and exploring the causes of any biases
will improve our confidence in the use of these data to obtain regional-scale fluxes across
continents around the globe.
1.1.4 Investigation’s value to advancing NASA’s Earth Science objectives
The ACT-America mission responds to NASA’s Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems, Atmospheric
Composition, and Climate Variability and Change mission elements. ACT-America is closely
aligned with the Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems (CCE) element of the NASA science plan and
addresses the call to “Quantify…terrestrial and marine productivity, and improve carbon cycle
and ecosystem models.” ACT-America will improve quantification of the northern hemisphere
sink of CO2 and contribute to the CCE objective to “(2) quantify global productivity, biomass,
(and) carbon ﬂuxes.” ACT-America’s long-term legacy will be improved ability to “(1)
document and understand how the global carbon cycle, terrestrial and marine ecosystems, … are
changing.” These objectives will be accomplished by providing “advanced, high-resolution
measurements of atmospheric proﬁles (and horizontal gradients) of CO2 and CH4 … needed to
further reﬁne our ability to quantify global sources and sinks, providing accuracy sufficient to
balance the global carbon budget and monitor carbon-management activities.” The project
addresses the objectives of the North American Carbon Program (NACP, Denning et al., 2005)
and the first question of a U.S. Carbon Cycle Science Plan (Michalak et al., 2011): “How do
natural processes and human actions affect the carbon cycle on land, in the atmosphere, and in
the oceans?”
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1.2 Science Investigation Concept
Overview: ACT-America will
deploy airborne and groundbased platforms to obtain data
that will be combined with data
from existing in situ and
remote networks and integrated
with a nested ensemble of
Earth system models to achieve
mission goals (Figure 1-3).
Aircraft instrumented with
remote and in situ sensors will
capture spatially extensive
measurements of how weather
systems interact with C sources
and sinks to create the Figure 1-3. Airborne observations will be compared to and
atmospheric distribution of assimilated into ensembles of regional- and global-scale
these gases. A model ensemble models to provide rigorous quantification of CO2 and CH4
consisting of a mesoscale fluxes, and improve transport ensembles for atmospheric
atmospheric transport model inversions.
with multiple physics and
resolution options enables us to explore the impacts of model physics and resolution on
atmospheric C distributions. The mesoscale model uses inputs from ensembles of global models
and ecosystem and anthropogenic flux models enabling us to explore simultaneously the impact
of boundary conditions and surface fluxes on atmospheric C. We will identify the models within
our ensemble that are best able to simulate the measured atmospheric C distributions. We will
prune outliers to create a more accurate and precise ensemble of flux and transport models. A
simplified representation of such model pruning is shown in Figure 1-4. The improved model
ensemble will result in more precise and accurate atmospheric inversions using the long-term
measurement network. Improved quantification of OCO-2 observational uncertainties will
improve its utility within the atmospheric inversion systems. The carbon flux and atmospheric
transport processes we study will be common across the mid-latitudes, and the OCO-2
evaluation will apply globally, thus the results of the study will improve atmospheric inverse flux
estimates around the globe and over decades.
Experimental design: Our experimental design is built on a number of postulates and
hypotheses. We postulate that atmospheric transport of C at mid- and high-latitudes is dominated
by synoptic-scale weather – the periodic passage of low-pressure systems (mid-latitude cyclones)
and intervening periods of high-pressure, fair-weather conditions. Mid-latitude cyclones create
strong, organized north-south exchange of air in the cyclonic circulation, strong organized
vertical motions due both to convergent lifting and large-scale flow over fronts, and strong
vertical mixing via the initiation of strong updrafts and downdrafts in thunderstorms. These
weather systems play a major role in creating the north-south gradients in GHGs in the northern
hemisphere (Parazoo et al., 2011; 2012). Erroneous simulation of these weather systems is likely
a major contributor to transport-related errors in atmospheric inverse estimates of regional- to
global-scale GHG fluxes (Denning et al., 1995; Stephens et al., 2007; Gerbig et al. 2008; Liu et
al. 2011; Diaz et al., submitted). Hence, we hypothesize that by improving our ability to simulate
accurately and precisely the GHG transport in high- and low-pressure systems in the midlatitudes, we will dramatically improve our ability to construct accurate and precise atmospheric
inverse estimates of C sources and sinks.
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CO2 or CH4 mole fraction in the
atmospheric boundary layer

In addition, the current in situ CO2 and CH4 observational networks are too sparse to resolve
synoptic-scale atmospheric transport, and thus not suitable for deconvolving the combined
influence of both flux and transport on atmospheric C mole fraction distributions. Similarly,
column satellite observations from low Earth orbits are relatively sparse compared to the
structure of synoptic weather systems, provide little information on the vertical distribution of
GHGs, and are biased to cloud-free conditions. The high density and resolution, and large spatial
domain offered by intensive airborne campaign data will provide the observational constraint
required to prune both flux and transport ensembles. Sustained airborne observations will bridge
the gap from case studies to general understanding.
Finally, we hypothesize that we can, to first order (our full analyses will not make this
simplifying assumption), deconvolve the impact of fluxes and transport on atmospheric C by
careful selection of meteorological conditions. This hypothesis motivates an observational design
segregated into fair weather (flux dominated) and stormy weather (transport dominated) flights.
1.2.1 Fair-weather investigation concept (Goals 2 and 1)
In high-pressure, fair-weather conditions, transport of the signals from CO2 and CH4 sources and
sinks is largely contained within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), the lowest 1-2 km of the
atmosphere. The dominant transport processes are the interaction of clear-air convection and
subsidence, governing entrainment into the ABL, and wind speed and direction within the ABL.
The convection is most vigorous and transport easiest to simulate during daytime hours. These
simple transport processes can be strongly constrained with aircraft observations. Assuming that
the transport is strongly constrained with direct observations, it is then straightforward to
constrain regional surface fluxes by flying over the region and collecting a large quantity of ABL
C observations. Figure 1-4 shows an overly simplified representation of how we will use ACTAmerica’s fair-weather C observations to improve our understanding of regional C fluxes.
Retained flux and transport ensemble members
Figure
1-4.
ACT-America
Mean wind
observations
of
CO
and
CH4 and
2
= airborne mole fraction
observations
fair-weather meteorology, combined
Elevation of with simulations of atmospheric C,
mole fraction will identify members of a model
above
continental
ensemble that best represent
background
regional CO2 and CH4 sources and
sinks. (A formal inversion will be
used for Goal 2 regional flux
Background
Pruned flux and transport ensemble members
estimates. This figure is simplified to
mole fraction
(tower network)
illustrate the investigation concept.)
Flight domain
Distance downwind within a source/sink region

Science Traceability Matrix (STM) detail: This experimental design and our quantitative
objectives define the elements of our Science Traceability Matrix (STM) (Table 1-1) for Goal 2
(as well as part of the Goal 1 STM elements, which we will return to shortly). (Note that Goal 2
requirements are presented first for pedagogic reasons.) Science requirements for the objective of
determining regional CO2 and CH4 fluxes to within 20% uncertainty (Goal 2) include
observations of:
 Changes in CH4 and CO2 mole fraction in the daytime ABL downwind of major source/sink
regions to a precision of 20% or better (the precision of the observed change in mole fraction
is directly proportional to the precision of our regional flux estimate).
 CH4 and CO2 mole fractions at the upwind and free troposphere (FT) boundaries of the
source/sink regions. (The FT refers to the portion of the troposphere that excludes the ABL.)
 Variability in atmospheric CO2 and CH4 sources and sinks across regions.
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Variability in atmospheric CO2 and CH4 sources and sinks across seasons.
Atmospheric transport properties, specifically ABL depth, mean wind velocity and the
thermodynamic properties (temperate and water vapor content) of the ABL and lower FT.
 Trace gases (carbon monoxide - combustion tracer, carbonyl sulfide - marks photosynthesis,
and 14CO2 - fossil fuel tracer) indicative of CO2 source or sink to aid interpretation.
Table 1-1. Science Traceability Matrix for the baseline science objectives.
Mission Goals and
Science Requirements
Instrument Requirements Investigation Requirements
Objectives
Goal 1: Reduce transport
[SR1.1] Observe multiple high[IR1.1] Accuracy of CO2
[IV1.1] Collect aircraft and tower
uncertainty for temperate
pressure and low-pressure
measurements: 1 ppm.
based data that meet instrument
latitude GHG inversion
systems spanning summer and
Airborne instruments:
requirements.
studies.
winter conditions.
[IR1.2] Temporal resolution: [IV1.2] Conduct campaigns
[MO1.1] Reduce transport [SR1.2] Observe atmospheric CO2 130 sec (20 km at 150 m/s). spanning summer and winter.
uncertainty for inverse
with sufficient precision to
[IR1.3] Precision for a 20km [IV1.3] Sample three or more lowestimates of net annual
distinguish differences (3-10 ppm (130 sec) average:
pressure systems and three or
biogenic N. American
hourly in the midday ABL) among CO2: 1 ppm; CO: 15 ppb; more high-pressure systems
CO2fluxes to 0.1 PgC yr-1 or transport models.
O3: 8 ppb; H2O: 0.5 g/kg; within each season.
less.
[SR1.3] Properties that differentiate COS: 10 ppt; 14CO2: 2 per [IV1.4] Conduct flight patterns
[MO1.2] Reduce transport flux vs. transport errors: ABL depth, mil; ABL depth: 100 m;
whose spatial dimensions meet
uncertainty in regional (106 winds, CO, H2O, O3, COS, 14CO2. Altitude above ground: (5 the fair and stormy weather
km2) net annual biogenic
[SR1.4] Fair weather: Measure
m); Ambient air
science requirements.
CO2 flux estimates to 20 TgC from the ABL to 3-4 km AGL
temperature: 0.5°C;
[IV1.5] Add tower instruments that
yr-1 or less.
spanning a significant fraction of Horizontal wind speed: 1.0 fill in boundary regions.
system area (106 km2) with
m/s; Horizontal wind
[IV1.6] Use field data to identify
sufficient resolution (20 km) to
direction: 5°; Ambient air and quantify CO2 errors in
detect within-system structure.
pressure: 0.5 mb.
atmospheric transport models.
[SR1.5] Storms: Measure a
CO2 column (from surface [IV1.7] Identify transport model
significant portion of along-front
to 3km AGL) precision of ensembles with reduced (1 ppm
(~103 km) and cross-frontal (100- 0.1%.1
or less) CO2 model-data
300 km) structure from the ABL to Ground instruments:
mismatch errors and minimal
the upper troposphere with
[IR1.4] CO2: 1-ppm hourly bias.
sufficient resolution (20 km) to
accuracy and precision.
[IV1.8] Implement identified
detect within-system structure.
transport ensemble for continental
[SR1.6] CO2 boundary conditions.
inversions.
Goal 2: Provide regional[SR2.1] Resolve regional (106 km2), [IR2.1] Same instrument
[IV2.1] Collect aircraft data
scale top-down constraint on fair-weather, ABL CH4
capabilities noted for Goal 1 meeting instrument requirements.
CH4 emissions and seasonal enhancements (20-100 ppb) and with the addition of CH4 and [IV2.2] Conduct multiple fair
CO2 fluxes across the
CO2 changes (10-20 ppm) with a no requirement for O3.
weather aircraft flights in major
eastern half of the U.S.
precision of 20%.
[IR2.2] Accuracy and
CH4 and CO2 source/sink regions
[MO2.1] Determine regional [SR2.2] Sample trace gases (CO, precision of airborne CH4 repeated for each season of the
(106 km2) CH4 emissions in COS, 14CO2) that identify CO2
measurements: 4 ppb for a year.
major source regions for the sources/sinks.
20 km (130 sec) average. [IV2.3] Collect tower-based CO2
period of the flight campaign [SR2.3] Measure upwind and
Ground instruments:
and CH4 measurements upwind of
to 20% uncertainty.
downwind of C sources/sinks and [IR2.3] The same CO2
the source regions to fill in the
[MO2.2] Determine regional laterally to encompass
requirements as for Goal 1. existing network.
(106 km2) biogenic CO2
sources/sinks (~500 km), multiple CH4: 4 ppb hourly accuracy [IV2.4] Estimate regional CH4 and
fluxes in major source
seasons.
and precision.
CO2 sources/sinks via
regions for the period of the [SR2.4] Measure along wind to
atmospheric inversions.
flight campaign to 20%
sample enhancements of C that
[IV2.5] Use inverse flux estimates
uncertainty.
occur over hours to a few days
of airborne data to improve flux
(~100 km for 6 hr).
priors for continental-scale
[SR2.5] Measure the C content of
inversions using the long-term C
the FT.
observing network.
[SR2.6] ABL depth, wind, temp,
H2O.
Goal 3: Evaluate the
[SR3.1] Measure tropospheric
[IR3.1] Measure column
[IV3.1] Collect airborne CO2 on
sensitivity of satellite-based column CO2 with 0.125% (0.5 ppm) CO2 from surface to 8 km multiple (>800 km) flights
passive measurements of
precision and 20 km spatial
AGL with 0.125%1 precision centered in time around the OCOCO2 from OCO-2 to regional resolution coincident in time and and 20 km spatial
2 overpass and on OCO-2 track,
variability in tropospheric
space with OCO-2.
resolution.
over a variety of continental
CO2 content.
[SR3.2] Quantify temporal and
[IR3.2] Measure spatial
surfaces and aerosol conditions.
[MO3.1] Quantify and
spatial variably in column
location to within 500 m,
[IV3.2] Obtain cloud, aerosol and
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diagnose surface- or aerosol- CO2along track resulting from
related, biases in OCO-2
different surface types and aerosol
CO2 measurements that are distributions within the OCO-2
greater than 0.5 ppm with a footprint.
spatial resolution of 20 km.

1

and altitude above ground land surface properties with Alevel to within 5 m, at 0.2 train satellite instruments
km spatial resolution (1.3 (Calipso, MODIS).
sec).
[IV3.3] Compute column CO2
[IR3.3] Measure ABL depth, above 8 km with inversion
air pressure as for goal 1. systems.
[IR3.4] Measure
[IV3.4] Compare OCO-2 and
atmospheric CO2 column at ACT-America column CO2
0.2 km resolution with 1.0% amounts at 2.25 km and 20 km
precision.
resolution.
[IR3.5] Measure aerosol
[IV3.5] Diagnose causes of OCOdistribution and surface
2 and ACT-America column CO2
reflectance variability at 0.2 differences.
km. resolution
[IV3.6] Utilize OCO-2 high res
data in continental inversions.

0.125% in column CO2 is roughly equivalent to 0.5 ppm in column mean mole fraction. Column
CO2 precisions are presented in % since comparisons to models and to OCO-2 will be conducted
in these native measurement units.
Instrument precision and accuracy requirements for CO2 and CH4 in Table 1-1 are derived
using our current knowledge of how regional sources and sinks affect atmospheric mole fractions
based on previous measurement campaigns (e.g., Karion et al., 2013a; Miller et al., 2013; Miles
et al., 2012) and model simulations (Normile et al., 2013).Regional, daytime ABL CO2
enhancements and depletions due to regional to continental biogenic fluxes range from +10 ppm
in winter to ‒20 ppm in summer. Daytime ABL CH4 enhancements from regional emissions
range from 20 to 100 ppb. These enhancements must be resolved with precision and accuracy of
20% or better to reach the flux uncertainty objective.
Meteorological instrument precision and accuracy are chosen to keep uncertainty in regional
atmospheric transport to a very low level. Regional meteorological data, both airborne and from
the operational weather network, will be assimilated into our atmospheric transport models
(Rogers et al., 2013) to minimize transport errors and optimize flux accuracy. Trace gas
precision and accuracy requirements are based on observations of variability in these species in
the atmosphere (Montzka et al., 2007; Turnbull et al., 2006; Lehman et al., 2013).
The investigation requirements include sustained measurements to capture repeated realizations
of fluxes and weather conditions over multiple seasons. Regional C sources and sinks will be
estimated with regional, short-term atmospheric inversions that synthesize the airborne data,
prior flux models, and high-resolution atmospheric transport models. The improved regional CO2
and CH4 flux estimates satisfy goal 2 and its associated objectives.
1.2.2 Stormy-weather investigation concept. (Goal 1)
We hypothesize that atmospheric distributions of CO2 and CH4 in the presence of mid-latitude
cyclones are dominated by atmospheric transport. Thus, aircraft data collected in and around
synoptic storms will provide a strong test of our ability to simulate atmospheric transport of these
gases (Goal 1). As with the fair-weather case, we will assemble an ensemble of both flux and
atmospheric transport models (Figure 1-3), compare these modeled C mole fractions to
observations, and prune the ensemble (Figure 1-4). We anticipate that this pruning will focus
primarily on variations in atmospheric transport, rather than fluxes. In truth, both fair and stormy
weather flights will be used to evaluate and improve atmospheric transport.
STM detail: This experimental design and our quantitative objectives define our STM (Table 11) for Goal 1. Science requirements to achieve objectives 1.1 and 1.2 include observations of:
 Multiple high- and low-pressure weather systems across multiple seasons with sufficient
spatial resolution to detect CO2 distributions within these systems, and sufficient spatial
domain to encompass a large fraction of the structures within these systems.
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Atmospheric CO2 with sufficient precision to distinguish among different atmospheric
transport model simulations of CO2.
 Atmospheric CO2 lateral boundary conditions.
 Atmospheric properties that can distinguish between flux and transport errors, including
atmospheric transport variables (e.g., ABL depth, wind velocities, temperature) and trace
gases (e.g., carbon monoxide - combustion tracer, water vapor - ABL tracer, ozone stratospheric and polluted air tracer, carbonyl sulfide - marker for photosynthesis and 14CO2 fossil fuel tracer) indicative of airmass and CO2 origins.
Instrument requirements for CO2 measurements are evaluated in two ways. First, the
observations must have the precision needed to distinguish among different simulations of
atmospheric transport. Second, we consider the measurement precision required to reduce the
model data “mismatch error” used in current atmospheric inversion systems by a factor of 3, an
error that is dominated by errors in atmospheric transport.
We ran continental simulations of different physical parameterizations of the Weather Research
and Forecast model (WRF) (Normile et al., 2013), and regional simulations (Diaz et al.,
submitted) with WRF and Transport Model 5 (TM5), the global scheme used in CarbonTracker
(Peters et al., 2007) to quantify CO2 differences between transport models. All transport
simulations had identical CO2 surface fluxes and lateral boundary conditions. The WRF-TM5
comparisons show hourly, midday ABL mole fraction differences in the U.S. midcontinent that
range from 5 to 20 ppm. The more conservative WRF-WRF comparison shows midday
differences in ABL CO2 mole fraction in the U.S. east of the Rockies that are typically 3-6 ppm.
Measurements that could distinguish 1-ppm differences in CO2 mole fractions in the midday
ABL (typically 1 to 2 km deep) would easily distinguish model-model transport differences
sufficient to enable reduction of transport uncertainty by a factor of 3 or more (objective 1.1).
Transport uncertainty (or model-data mismatch error) is currently estimated to be about 4 ppm
for hourly CO2 in the continental, midday ABL (Peters et al., 2007). To reduce uncertainty in the
flux estimates from regional inversions by a factor of 3 this transport uncertainty must also be
reduced by a factor of 3. Thus, our measurements must be able to identify hourly differences in
CO2 caused by transport of 1 ppm or less (objective 1.1). Similarly, the hourly transport
uncertainty applied to a regional (~106 km2) inversion that achieved ~30 TgC yr-1 posterior
uncertainty (objective 1.2) was 3 ppm for daytime ABL observations (Lauvaux et al., 2012a).
Observations that could reduce this error to 1 ppm would reduce the uncertainty to less than 20
TgC yr-1 regional inversion (objective 1.2). Both lines of investigation, therefore suggests that
CO2 observations with 1-ppm accuracy and precision in the midday ABL with 20-km spatial
resolution will satisfy objectives 1.1 and 1.2.
Instrument requirements for meteorological observations are defined, as for Goal 2, to provide
tight constraints to atmospheric fields in the study domain. When studying atmospheric transport
we will not assimilate the airborne meteorological data, but reserve it to test transport
simulations. Instrument requirements for trace gases are drawn from the documented spatial
variability of these gases in the atmosphere. Both types of observations will be used to
differentiate flux vs. transport related errors.
Investigation requirements include sampling many different synoptic systems across many
seasons ensuring that the findings will be broad and general. We will use the observations to
identify atmospheric transport ensemble members that best reproduce mid-latitude cyclone
transport and mixing of CO2 and CH4, and quantify the transport uncertainty in that subset of the
model ensemble (Goal 1). Ensemble members will incorporate varied model physics, resolution,
lateral boundary conditions (for both meteorology and CO2) and surface fluxes. Identification of
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the transport model ensemble that minimizes transport errors in atmospheric inversions satisfies
Goal 1 and its associated objectives.
We hypothesize that transport model resolution will be a critical variable in achieving the
transport fidelity required to meet objectives 1.1 and 1.2. We also hypothesize that only a subset
of the physical parameterizations options in our ensemble is capable of the required transport
fidelity. Finally, we hypothesize that the model-data comparisons will define a transport model
ensemble that is well-centered on the mean atmospheric C distributions across many weather
systems and provide a rigorous quantification of (considerably reduced) atmospheric transport
errors. If we find that our model ensemble is unable to encompass the observations this will be
valuable quantification of the need for the model development; the data gathered by the ACTAmerica mission would provide a critical foundation for this model development.
1.2.3 OCO-2 spatial data evaluation. (Goal 3)
Our comparisons with OCO-2 observations will quantify the observational uncertainty that is
appropriate when using OCO-2 CO2 measurements at high spatial resolution over the continents.
Appropriate quantification of those uncertainties makes the OCO-2 observations a stronger
contributor to the long-term, global observational network and atmospheric inversions. This
proposed high-resolution evaluation is not duplicated in the current OCO-2 evaluation plan
which is based on comparison to Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON) sites and
comparison to global inversion reanalyses that ingest the existing long-term observational
network (Crisp, personal communication).
STM detail: The science and associated instrument requirements in the traceability matrix were
determined by 1) targeting a level of uncertainty and spatial resolution that would provide highly
beneficial tropospheric column CO2 measurements for atmospheric inversions, (0.5 ppm, 20 km)
and 2) the desire to equal or improve upon the level of bias that can currently be identified and
removed by comparison to the TCCON (0.5 ppm). Requirements for examining OCO-2 column
data at pixel-level resolution (2.25km) were derived from the need to understand the OCO-2
retrievals as a function of surface reflectance and atmospheric aerosol distribution, so that our
findings can be generalized beyond our specific flight tracks and atmospheric conditions. To
assess the impacts of the surface and atmospheric variability on the OCO-2 pixel-level retrievals,
a statistically significant data set is needed within each OCO-2 footprint, and hence higher
spatial sampling resolution (0.2 km) is required of the column CO2 measurements with a
measurement uncertainty in each sample that matches or exceeds the expected retrieval precision
for OCO-2 (0.3% at 2.25 km resolution, Crisp, 2010)
Our STM requirements were written assuming that most of the CO2 column and its variability
are captured between an 8-km aircraft altitude and the surface. That part of the CO2 column
above 8 km, which is generally more spatially homogeneous than the lower troposphere, will be
provided by data-driven model reanalyses. Since most of the variability in atmospheric CO2 is in
the ABL, measurements of ABL depth and ABL CO2 are also required. Note also that our CO2
remote column instrument requirements are in terms of number density units, which is the native
unit of the proposed instrument. We plan to conduct comparisons in those units, but we will also
be able to convert to column average mole fraction equivalents using precise measurements of
platform altitude, air pressure, range to surface and meteorological reanalyses.
1.2.4 Improvements in continental-scale atmospheric inversions (Overarching goal)
We will re-evaluate the North American carbon balance from 2009 to 2018 using the ongoing,
long-term C observational network, the next-generation inversion systems developed via Goals 1
and 2, and the improved characterization of OCO-2 data quality obtained through Goal 3. Our
anticipated results are illustrated schematically in Figure 1-5. The results from this project will
be propagated into the long-term, global inversion systems participating in this study (NASA
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CMS, NOAA CarbonTracker). This level of improvement will enable atmospheric inversions to
provide the precision, accuracy, and spatial resolution in flux diagnoses that, for the first time,
will serve as useful constraints for regional model evaluation and regional emissions monitoring.
Figure 1-5. ACTAmerica will reduce
uncertainty
in
atmospheric
inversions and enable
their use as practical
tools for emissions
monitoring
and
carbon-climate model
evaluation
and
improvement,
serving, for example,
NASA’s
Applied
Sciences program.
1.3 Science Requirements for the Threshold Mission
The science requirements for the baseline mission are defined in Section 1.2. The threshold
mission compromises on the degree of improvement in Goals 1 and 2 and their associated
objectives. Reducing transport uncertainty in atmospheric inversions by a factor of 2 rather than
a factor of 3 (objective 1.1) and determining regional, seasonal CO2 and CH4 sources and sinks
to an uncertainty of 30% rather than 20% (objectives 2.1 and 2.2) would still be highly
beneficial. The threshold objectives can be met with a reduced amount of airborne data, enabling
descope options described in sections 2, 4 and 5. The evaluation of OCO-2 (Goal 3), while
highly valuable, is not essential and is thus not included in the threshold mission.
2 Science Implementation
The ACT-America science implementation plan delivers a high quality, spatially and
temporally extensive atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) (hereafter C)
data set across key C source and sink regions of the eastern half of the U.S. It includes 2-3
times more continental lower tropospheric C observations than any previous greenhouse
gas (GHG) measurement campaign. ACT-America is explicitly focused on developing the
next generation of atmospheric inversion models. It would be the first mission to evaluate
atmospheric transport of GHGs by mid-latitude weather systems and the high-resolution
performance of OCO-2 column CO2 measurements. ACT-America will be a 5-year mission
including five 6-week campaigns using the NASA P-3B and UC-12 aircraft covering all 4
seasons and 3 regions of the central and eastern United States (Figure 2-1). The aircraft will
measure the 3-dimensional distribution of C at synoptic spatial scales, focused on the
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and lower free troposphere (FT) and including both fair and
stormy weather. Ensembles of flux, atmospheric transport, and C data assimilation models
provide comprehensive modeling and analysis systems. The science team includes leading
experts from all relevant disciplines.
2.1 Investigation Location
The eastern half of the United States, a region that includes a highly productive biosphere,
vigorous agricultural activity, extensive gas and oil extraction, dynamic, seasonally varying
weather patterns and the most extensive GHG and meteorological observing networks on
Earth, serves as an ideal setting for the ACT-America mission. Sustained airborne C
measurements over three source/sink regions (Figure 2-1) satisfy the spatial domain investigation
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requirements of the ACT-America
STM (Table 1-1). The existing
long-term
C
measurement
network, supplemented with a
small number of additional towerbased measurements, satisfies the
requirements for knowledge of C
background conditions. The fluxes
and
atmospheric
transport
processes found in this region are
common across the mid-latitudes,
thus our results will have global Figure 2-1. Sustained airborne and tower-based
applications.
measurements will be focused over three regional CO2 and
The three study regions indicated CH4 source/sink regions in the U.S. The campaign will
in Figure 2-1 are chosen because: build upon and improve the utility of our nation’s existing
 The U.S. east of the Rockies is investment in long-term C observations, noted on the figure.
the dominant North American The study areas are identified with a box that has the
biogenic source/sink region for dimensions of the proposed fair weather flight pattern.
CO2 (Huntzinger et al., 2012) and is a major source region for biogenic and anthropogenic
CH4 emissions (Miller et al. 2013; Allen et al., 2013);
 The regions encompass a variety of biomes (Midwest agriculture, Northeast forests,
Southeast coastal forests and agriculture) and oil and gas extraction zones (Bakken –
midwest; Marcellus – northeast; Fayetteville/Haynesville – southeast);
 Each region is large enough to encompass the weather systems that are the target of the
study, and the regions encompass a broad range of mid-latitude weather environments.
Colocation of the mission with the world’s most extensive, long-term C observational
network maximizes the data density available for the difficult task of deconvolving flux and
transport errors in our model ensemble. Our campaign’s observations will be complemented
by (Figure 2-1): 1) the NOAA aircraft GHG profiling network, 2) NOAA and collaborators’
tower- and mooring-based, continuous in situ GHG network, 3) two TCCON sites, and 4)
satellite GHG observations from both Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) (if still
operating) and OCO-2 (July 2014 launch).
2.2 Investigation Timeline
The ACT-America mission, which includes five, 6-week flight campaigns spread across 4
seasons and 3 years will provide robust and general understanding of regional C fluxes,
atmospheric transport and OCO-2 measurement characteristics. An overview of the major
science milestones is Table 2-1. ACT-America science investigation timeline / milestones.
shown in Table 2-1.
Progress towards our
three goals and their
associated
objectives
will be made with each
flight campaign. The
overall
goal
of
improved continental
atmospheric inversions
with the long-term C
measurement network
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will be achieved at the end of the mission as the findings regarding the three mission goals are
integrated into a next-generation atmospheric inversion system. Progress towards goals
throughout the mission will be documented via peer-reviewed publications.
First Year Preparations include the procurement, calibration, and installation of tower-based
and airborne commercial off-the-shelf in situ instruments, drafting aircraft flight plans and
securing necessary permission within the 3 flight regions, and preparing and optimizing the
airborne remote sensors for multi-year deployment. The ensemble modeling system will be
assembled, exchange of data among modeling systems will be tested, and platforms for modelmodel and model-data comparison and assimilation will be constructed.
Airborne Campaigns - Years 2-4: We propose to conduct five airborne field campaigns,
scheduled for the fall of 2015 (FY 16), summer of 2016 (FY 16), winter of 2016 (FY 17),
summer of 2017 (FY 17), and spring of 2018 (FY 18), covering all four seasons and with
redundant sampling of the most active biological season, summer. Each campaign will consist of
deployments for 2 weeks to each of the three study regions. Four science flights are scheduled
for each regional deployment, allowing for approximately two fair and two stormy-weather
flights per region. Two OCO-2 underflights will be conducted during each campaign. The
mission will thus include a total of approximately 30 fair-weather flights, 30 stormy-weather
flights, and 10 OCO-2 underpass flights. This measurement density achieves the repeated
realizations of flux and weather conditions required by the investigation requirements.
Final Year will focus on integration of the findings from goals 1-3 to improve continental-scale
atmospheric inversions of C fluxes over North America for the past decade. Hardware
disposition and close-out plan: All capital gain equipment purchased (Picarro and 2B
Technologies instruments) will be returned to NASA Langley. Data archives will be finalized
(section 2.7) and a final report will be issued.
2.3 Aircraft and Ground-Based Instruments
ACT-America will deploy a comprehensive suite of high-quality, field-tested trace gas and
meteorological instruments that exceed mission requirements. A mix of remote and in situ
instruments enables extensive spatial coverage of key atmospheric variables (Table 2-2).
The primary measurement requirements (Table 1-1) are for spatially comprehensive, high
accuracy and precision measurement of CO2 and CH4. Three measurement technologies, the
Multifunctional Fiber Laser Lidar (MFLL) active column CO2 and range sensor (Dobler et al.,
2013), Picarro G2401-m cavity ring-down spectrometer (CRDS) for CO2, CH4, CO, and H2O dry
air mole fraction (Karion et al., 2013b), and NOAA Carbon Cycle Greenhouse Gases group
(CCGG) programmable flask packages (which provide analyses of 55 different trace gases
including CO2 and CH4; Karion et al., 2013b) are chosen.
The MFLL provides high-fidelity retrievals of column CO2 number density and range between
the airborne platform and the ground in cloud-free regions (Dobler et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2013).
Flown in the lower FT, this instrument provides a unique capacity to map variability incolumn
CO2 number density through the ABL and lower FT. The column remote sensing capability of
the MFLL is required to achieve the spatial sampling called for in Table 1-1. MFLL column
integrated CO2 number densities will be compared to the numerical models of tropospheric CO2
and to OCO-2 column integrated CO2 number density observations. As a result, column
integrated oxygen measurements, which are typically used to infer the surface pressure needed to
calculate the column-integrated CO2 mole fraction (XCO2) are not required for this mission. The
portion of the CO2 column above 8km not measured by the MFLL will be estimated using our
inversion models. The surface elevation will be found using precise ranging from the MFLL
altimeter accounting for the aircraft’s position combined with a high resolution digital elevation
map. The MFLL total column XCO2 can also be constructed using the MFLL partial column
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number density measurement from 8 km, an aircraft pressure measurement, model reanalyses of
surface pressure, precise ranging from the MFLL altimeter and a digital elevation map.
In situ meteorological instruments provided by the P-3B aircraft will be similar to what is
currently flown on the P-3B for the EVS-1 mission Deriving Information on Surface conditions
from Column and Vertically Resolved Observations Relevant to Air Quality (Discover-AQ). We
will also fly the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL, Hair et al., 2008) on the same platform
as the MFLL to obtain continuous measurements of ABL depths and aerosol distributions.
Measurements of trace gases associated with either CO2 and CH4 sources or sinks or with
atmospheric airmass origins and transport histories are beneficial to our first two goals. We
include measurements of carbon monoxide (CO - combustion tracer), water vapor (H2O - ABL
tracer), ozone (O3 - stratospheric and polluted air tracer), carbonyl sulfide (COS - marker for
photosynthesis) and 14CO2 (fossil fuel tracer) using Picarro, 2B Technologies (Bertschi et al.,
2004), and NOAA flask instruments. Our tower platforms will utilize the Picarro G2301 CRDS
for CO2 and CH4 measurements. The Master Equipment List (section 6.1) provides more details
concerning instrumentation. Calibration methods and procedures are described in section 3.5.1.
Table 2-2. Instrumentation proposed for ACT-America. Instrument requirements are described
in Table 1-1. Instrument accuracy, precision and calibration details are given in sections 3.3 and
3.5.1, and Table 3-2.
Instrument
(Platform)
MFLL (P-3B)
HSRL (P-3B)

Variables Measured
Column CO2 number density,
altimetry, surface reflectance
ABL height, aerosol distribution

Picarro Air (P-3B CO2, CH4, CO, H2O mole fraction
& UC-12)
2-B Tech. (P-3B O3 mole fraction
& UC-12)
Atm. state and GPS Lat.-Lon, Wind speed,
nav. (P-3B)
direction, Press., Temp.
Atm. State and GPS Lat. and Lon., Pressure,
nav. (UC-12)
Temperature
Flasks (P-3B & Multiple trace gases. See table 3-2
UC-12)
Picarro Ground CO2, CH4, H2O mole fraction

Sampling
Frequency
10 Hz

Data Latency
Purpose of measurement
(Archiving)1
1 day (≤6 months) Core GHG CO2 measurement &
ranging capability
2 Hz, 30m
1 day (≤4 months) Transport model constraint, OCO-2
vertical resolution
validation
1 Hz
1 day (≤4 months) Core GHG measurements,
combustion & airmass tracer
1 Hz
1 day (≤4months) Airmass tracer
1 Hz or higher

1 day (≤6 months) Evaluate atmospheric transport
models
1 Hz or higher
1 day (≤6 months) Evaluate atmospheric transport
models
12 flasks / aircraft 1 month
Core GHG measurements, GHG
/ flight
(≤6 months)
source tracers.
1 Hz
1 day (≤6 months) Core GHG measurements.

1Data

latency is considered to be the time between when the observations were made and when the initial level 1 data is reported
to the archive to check for instrument health and measurement integrity. Archiving is considered to be the time required for final
archiving of level 2 data after the end of each field deployment.

2.4 Investigation Platforms
ACT-America will deploy two highly reliable airborne platforms that together provide
spatial and temporal sampling capabilities that meet the rigorous mission investigation
requirements. The science requirements for our first two goals include spatially comprehensive
measurements spanning a significant fraction of the area of high- and low-pressure systems and
encompassing C source/sink regions, with measurements within and above the well-mixed
(daytime) ABL. Two aircraft are needed to cover domains of hundreds of kilometers at multiple
altitudes within the hours (roughly 10-18 Local Standard Time) when the ABL is well mixed.
Two aircraft also benefit goal 3 by providing both partial column CO2 data and in situ ABL
measurements that will enhance our ability to identify sources of column CO2 variability.
The airborne platforms selected for the ACT-America mission are the NASA Wallops P-3B and
NASA Langley UC-12. The P-3B is selected as the remote sensing and in situ measurement
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platform because of its endurance (> 8 hours), thus ability to fly within and above the ABL, and
payload capacity, thus ability to host remote and in situ instruments. The UC-12 is selected for in
situ measurements. The NASA P-3B and UC-12 aircraft will field nearly identical in situ
instrument suites, as noted in Table 2-2. Tower-based instruments will be deployed on
communications towers (Richardson et al., 2012b).
2.5 Flight Plans
Data from the fair-weather flights are intended to quantify regional CO2 and CH4 fluxes (goal
2), and to evaluate fair weather atmospheric C transport processes (goal 1). The flight pattern
(Figure 2-2) is designed to provide extensive sampling of the ABL and lower FT in source/sink
regions, meeting the requirements for the fair weather investigation (Table 1-1, Section
1.2.1).The P-3B aircraft will fly a U-shape pattern with flight legs perpendicular to the wind,
sampling FT and ABL properties downwind of the sources and sinks of C. The P-3B will fly at
roughly two times the midday ABL depth, (~3-4 km above ground level (AGL)) with periodic
descents and ascents (5 to 10 times in a 6-8-hr flight) to sample the ABL. Although clear sky
conditions will be targeted, the P-3B will conduct more profiling if low-altitude clouds interfere
with the remote sensors. The UC-12 aircraft will partake in two flights per day and will sample a
subset of the P-3B flight path focusing on long transects in the ABL with periodic ascents to the
FT. A nominal flight plan is shown in Figure 2-2. The time stamps denote the transit time
between waypoints. The level of complexity of the fair-weather flights is low as the flight
patterns are simple geometric shapes whose waypoints and exact dimensions can be moved to
adapt to weather and air traffic. The two aircraft will operate over the same time period, but
precise coordination is not required.

Figure 2-2. Fair-weather flights will provide data needed to determine regional CO2 and CH4
sources and sinks (goal 2) and evaluate fair weather atmospheric transport (goal 1). Each flight
will provide extensive sampling of ABL and FT C mole fractions and meteorological conditions
in the vicinity of regional C sources and sinks. Precise flight dimensions will be adapted to
weather conditions and C source and sink distributions in each region.
Data from stormy-weather flights will be used in combination with the data from fair-weather
flights to evaluate the transport of C in the mid-latitudes (goal 1). The flight plans (Figure 23)include flight legs parallel to and crossing frontal boundaries at two or more altitudes, and
crossing the frontal zone at two or more locations, meeting the requirements for the stormyweather investigation (Table 1-1, Section 1.2.2).
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Figure 2-3. Stormy-weather flights will be used to evaluate and improve modeled atmospheric
transport of CO2 and CH4 by mid-latitude cyclones. Flight plans will sample CO2, CH4,
meteorological variables and trace gases across frontal structures responsible for transport of
GHGs. Flights may cover both cold and warm fronts if allowed by storm location and structure.
The two aircraft will navigate in a structured, but not highly restrictive flight pattern around
frontal structures using onboard navigation tools and, guidance on weather and aircraft hazard
from air traffic control as well as from meteorologists and the project scientist/staff at the aircraft
base location. The science goals do not require precise waypoints and altitudes; these can be
adjusted during flight. The P-3B will focus on the upper altitudes using in situ instruments and,
when cloud cover allows, remote sensing. The UC-12 will sample a subset of the P-3B flight
track and focus on level legs within the ABL with periodic profiling to the FT. The two aircraft
will operate in the same time window, but precise coordination is not required. These flights will
avoid convective cores, eliminating substantial flight risks.
The pattern for the OCO-2 inter-comparison flights (Figure 2-4) is designed to obtain data to
evaluate the degree to which OCO-2 column CO2 measurements capture true spatial variability
in column CO2 content over the continents. Two OCO-2 underflights will be conducted during
each campaign and will be selected to cover varying surface reflectance, topography, and aerosol
and cloud cover, all possible sources of bias in the OCO-2 measurements. The P-3B flights will
be 1000 km in length and flown at 8 km (28 kft) altitude to maximize the fraction of the
atmospheric column sampled by the MFLL. The UC-12 aircraft will sample a shorter (~360 km)
leg in the ABL, often the largest source of variability in column CO2.The UC-12 flight will be
centered with the P-3B and both aircraft will be vertically stacked during the OCO-2 overpass.
Suitable OCO-2 ground tracks are abundant, since the satellite tracks are approximately N-S
lines spaced every 120 km (though not sampled sequentially). The resulting airborne
measurement of column integrated CO2 number density up to 8 km will be combined with ACTAmerica reanalyses of atmospheric CO2 above 8 km and compared to OCO-2 column CO2
estimates at 2.25 km resolution, satisfying the requirements for goal 3 (Table 1-1, Section 1.2.3).
Science data summary. The mission proposed yields 70 science flights per aircraft, 528 hours
for the P-3B and 396 hours for the UC-12, dedicated in a roughly 3:3:1 ratio across the 3 flight
patterns. The amount of high-quality lower FT C data would exceed any past campaign by a
factor of 2-3. A total of approximately 23 Terabytes of airborne- and ground-based data will be
collected. These instruments, flight hours and plans satisfy the investigation requirements for the
baseline science objectives. The threshold science objectives can be met while eliminating the
one redundant summer campaign and the OCO-2 flights. HSRL, the ozone sensor, and some
flask sampling can also be de-scoped without sacrificing the threshold science objectives.
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Figure 2-4. Underflights of OCO-2 will provide high-precision, high-spatial-resolution
measurements of the majority of the atmospheric CO2 column. These data will be used to
evaluate OCO-2 measurements of high-resolution spatial structure in column CO2 over
continental surfaces.
2.6 Numerical Modeling and Model-Data Syntheses
ACT-America brings together 1) flux and transport models to make ensemble predictions
of CO2 and CH4 mole fractions to compare to mission observations, and 2) inverse
modeling systems needed to infer regional C fluxes using atmospheric C observations.
The Penn State regional inversion and ensemble modeling system (Lauvaux et al., 2012a;
Diaz et al., 2013; Normile et al., 2013) is the centerpiece of our analysis system. It will be used
for regional inversions using aircraft data (goal 2), to create atmospheric C ensemble predictions
required for model evaluation (goal 1), to provide CO2 reanalyses in the upper troposphere (goal
3) and to integrate mission progress on all three goals into a next-generation North American
inversion (overarching goal). This system utilizes the Weather Research and Forecast model
(WRF, Skamarock and Klemp, 2008) for atmospheric transport, the Lagrangian Particle
Dispersion Model (LPDM; Uliasz, 1994) for computing influence functions, and a Bayesian
inversion framework for optimizing fluxes (Lauvaux et al. 2012a). This system will be run in
forward (ensemble atmospheric C predictions) and inverse (solve for C sources and sinks)
modes. The WRF model will be 1) implemented with a wide variety of land-surface, cloud
physics, cloud convection, and planetary boundary layer schemes to create model physics
ensembles (Diaz et al., 2013); 2) run at multiple spatial resolutions from cloud-resolving up to
the scale of global inversion systems, and 3) run with different meteorological initial and
boundary conditions to create transport ensembles. Data assimilation algorithms (Rogers et al.,
2013) will use operational (goals 1, 2 and 3) and ACT-America airborne meteorological data
(goals 2, 3) to improve transport fidelity.
The Penn State regional system requires surface C fluxes and atmospheric C boundary and initial
conditions, both of which will also be varied in ensemble fashion. The Penn State system has
already been coupled to output from two of the three global inversion systems participating in
this project and all of the surface flux algorithms. The flux model ensembles, C boundary
condition ensembles (from global inversions) and transport ensemble will be combined (Figure
1-3) to create atmospheric C mole fraction ensembles, which include the ability to track C
sources (e.g., fossil vs. biogenic CO2).
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Biogeochemical and emissions inventory models. The Carnegie-Ames-Stanford ApproachGlobal Fire Emissions Database (CASA-GFED) is our source for biogenic CO2 flux ensembles.
CASA-GFED includes physiological processes involved with uptake of CO2 by photosynthesis
and the release of CO2 through respiration and fires (Randerson et al., 1996; van der Werf et al.,
2006; 2010). An ensemble will be constructed by varying model parameters. Vulcan (Gurney et
al., 2009), the satellite-derived Open-source Data Inventory for Anthropogenic CO2 (ODIAC)
product (Oda et al., 2011) and the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC)
inventory will provide CO2 fossil fuel emissions estimates. Emission Database for Global
Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) will provide CO2 and CH4 emissions estimates.
Global carbon inversion systems. This project utilizes four global inversion systems, each of
which includes its own flux and atmospheric transport models and performs an inversion using
atmospheric C mole fraction observations to optimize fluxes. These systems provide a
comparison to our regional transport modeling (goal 1), provide boundary conditions for our
regional analyses (goals 1 and 2), and provide upper atmospheric column CO2 estimates needed
to complete our OCO-2 evaluation (goal 3). These four systems are 1) Carbon Tracker CO2
(Peters, et al., 2007), 2) Carbon Tracker CH4 (Bruhwiler et al., submitted), 3) the NASA Carbon
Monitoring System (CMS) flux pilot product (Liu et al. 2013), and 4) the Colorado State/
Parameterized Chemistry Transport Model (PCTM) 4DVar system (Baker et al., 2006b 2010).
These systems span the state of the science, use both remote and in situ C observations, and
include the primary quasi-operational systems in the U.S.
The project will also test an alternative inversion approach, the regional Geostatistical Inverse
Model (GIM) system (e.g., Miller et al., 2013) and alternative meteorological simulations via the
U. Oklahoma “Spring Project” and the Colorado State University “super-parameterization”
Community Earth System Model.
2.7 Data Management
The ACT-America Data Management Plan (DMP) will be modeled after the Langley led and
managed EVS-1 DISCOVER-AQ DMP. The ACT-America DMP will ensure easy data
exchange between science team members and provide timely data access to the public.
Observational data will be released within 6 months of each field campaign; model-data
syntheses will be released within 1 year.
Data generation: Instrument scientists will generate raw (level 0) data, analyzed/calibrated
(level 1) data, and derived (level 2) data. Modeling Co-Investigators (Co-Is) will generate model
input and output (level 3) data addressing all of the mission goals.
Data format and metadata requirements: ACT-America in-situ measurements shall be
delivered in the International Consortium for Atmospheric Research on Transport and
Transformation (ICARTT) format and remote sensing observations can be provided in either
HDF-5 or ICARTT format. Model results will be provided in netCDF 4 format. ACT-America
metadata will meet the NASA Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) collection level and
granule level metadata format requirements. Instrument scientists will provide sufficient
metadata to describe the measurement quantities, uncertainties, and technique for each
instrument. Modeling Co-Is will provide a description of their modeling tools and output.
Data repository and distribution: During the project life cycle, (1) ACT-America measurement
data will reside on the data repository maintained by the Airborne Science Data for Atmospheric
Composition group (ASD-AC) at NASA Langley Research Center. This group has over 20 years
of experience in managing airborne science data including the DISCOVER-AQ, Studies of
Emissions and Atmospheric Composition, Clouds and Climate Coupling by Regional Surveys.
(SEAC4RS), and Deep Convection Clouds & Chemistry (DC3) tropospheric chemistry and air
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quality studies. Preliminary level 1 data are due 24 hours after each flight and the final derived
data are due no later than 6 months after each deployment. The ASD-AC staff will generate
merged data products to facilitate data processing and analysis. (2) ACT-America tower data,
modeling inputs (prior fluxes and boundary conditions), and modeling results will be stored at
Oak Ridge National Labs (ORNL). The ORNL team will facilitate the sharing of model data
among science team members.
Post-mission stewardship and access: ACT-America final data will be transferred to an
assigned DAAC for post-mission stewardship and public access. The ASD-AC staff will be
responsible for the transfer process of the instrument data, whereas the ORNL team will be
responsible for the model data products. Specific activities will include preparation of the
collection level and granule level metadata files and coordination with DAAC staff for the
physical transfer of the data and release to the public.
2.8 Science Team
The science team (Table 2-3) includes carbon cycle and instrument scientists, and data and
mission management experts, many of whom share long-term, collaborative work
relationships, guaranteeing a closely-knit team able to produce groundbreaking research
results.
Table 2-3. Scientific roles and responsibilities for ACT-America science team members. Many of
the team members’ contributions fit multiple categories. Their full contributions and expertise
are listed in their respective statements of work and biographical sketches. Science team
activities are supported in Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) element 4 unless noted otherwise.
Science Team Member
1Kenneth

Davis, Penn State

Syed Ismail, NASA LaRC
4Amin

Nehrir, NASA LaRC

Roles/Responsibilities
Leadership
Principal Investigator
Project Scientist
Instrument scientists
P-3B instrument lead

Expertise
Carbon cycle science, flux measurement methods, boundary layer
meteorology
Development and deployment of lidar remote sensing systems

Development and deployment of trace gas laser remote sensing
technologies for tropospheric chemistry and carbon cycle science.
Obland, NASA LaRC; UC-12 instrument lead
Instrument operator, project scientist, or principal investigator in 15
airborne measurement campaigns
5Chris Hostetler, NASA LaRC
HSRL lead
Lidar remote sensing of atmospheric aerosols
5Jeremy Dobler, Exelis Inc.
MFLL lead
Active and passive remote sensing development, field and airborne
deployment. MFLL Chief Scientist.
5Melissa Yang, NASA LaRC
Picarro/O3 measurements lead, flask Extensive experience in CO2 measurements with DISCOVER-AQ,
operation
SEAC4RS and ASCENDS.
5John Barrick, NASA LaRC
UC-12 navigation and meteorological Over 20 years of development and deployment of aircraft navigational
measurements lead
and in situ meteorological measurements.
5Natasha Miles, Penn State
Tower measurement lead
Deployment, operation and analysis of highly-calibrated, automated,
CO2/CH4 measurements
Global Atmospheric and Inversion
Modeling Co-Is
1David Baker, Colorado State
CO2 global inversions with in situ and Variational C data assimilation, transport error analyses, application of
satellite C data,
satellite C observations
Lori Bruhwiler, NOAA ESRL
CH4 global inversions
Lead scientist for Carbon Tracker – CH4
1Andrew Jacobson, U. Colorado CO2 global inversions with in situ C
Lead scientist for Carbon Tracker – CO2
data
Pieter Tans, NOAA ESRL
Model-data syntheses
Lead of NOAA’s global carbon cycle group, climate change forcing
Kevin Bowman, NASA JPL
CO2 global inversions with satellite C Lead scientist for JPL’s NASA Carbon Monitoring System Flux Pilot
data
study
Regional Atmospheric and Inversion
Modeling Co-Is
Thomas Lauvaux, Penn State Regional C inversions, ensembles
Developer of the Penn State regional inversion and ensemble
and analyses
modeling system, regional inversions
Berrien Moore, U. Oklahoma
Alternative mesoscale transport
C cycle remote sensing systems, investigator for the “spring project”
model ensemble
model ensemble, climate policy and outreach
A. Scott Denning, Colorado
Storm-scale transport analyses
Global and regional atmospheric modeling, transport error analyses,
State
carbon cycle science
1Anna Michalak, Carnegie
Geostatistical inversions of aircraft Geostatistical atmospheric inversions, statistical methods, in situ and
4Michael
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observations
Ecosystem Carbon Modeling Co-I
Jim Collatz, NASA Goddard
CASA-GFED ensembles
Aircraft Observational Studies Co-Is
Anna Karion, U. Colorado
Flask analyses
Gabrielle Petron, U. Colorado CH4 and trace gas analyses
Joseph Berry, Carnegie Institute Atmospheric transport analyses with
of Science
COS
1John Miller, U. of Colorado
14CO2 data analyses
OCO-2 evaluation Co-Is
1,2Chris O’Dell, Colorado State
OCO-2 data lead
Bing Lin, NASA LaRC
Aerosol, cloud and surface
reflectance measurements
Edward Browell, NASA LaRC MFLL — OCO-2 comparisons

satellite data analyses
Terrestrial carbon cycle modeling, CASA developer
Airborne CH4 and CO2 mass balance analyses, airborne instruments
CH4 regional inversions and trace gas studies
Terrestrial ecology, carbon cycle science, COS as a tracer of
photosynthesis
Fossil C emissions, 14C analysis methods, isotopic studies
Retrieval of CO2 with near-IR spectroscopic observations, OCO-2 data
Atmospheric radiative transfer, global energy budget, satellite and
airborne remote sensing, climate change and variability
Lidar remote sensing, airborne field campaigns, atmospheric sciences,
model-measurement comparisons

Data Management Co-Is
Chen, NASA LaRC
Airborne data manager
Atmospheric composition, airborne data systems.
Robert Cook, Oak Ridge
Model documentation and data
Model-data synthesis, carbon cycle science, data management
National Laboratory
manager
methods
1OCO-2 science team member, 2OCO-2 CO retrieval development lead, 3Discover-AQ data manger, 4WBS 7, 5WBS 5.
2
3Gao

3 Investigation Implementation
ACT-America implements technologically mature, high-performance science instruments
on proven aircraft platforms and gathers coordinated data from aircraft, ground, and
satellite sensors to enable mission goals to be achieved. The appropriate expertise is in place
within the ACT-America team to implement the operations and logistics, calibration and
validation, investigation assurance, and carbon cycle science activities necessary to meet all
ACT-America mission objectives.
3.1 Measurement Platform System Capabilities
The NASA P-3B and UC-12 aircraft, used to gather suborbital data for the ACT-America
mission, exceed all performance characteristics required to execute the ACT-America
science campaigns. The ACT-America mission requires both airborne and ground
measurements, including 1) remote measurements of column CO2 number densities from various
altitudes and meteorological conditions, 2) in situ measurements of CO2, CH4, trace gases and
meteorological variables in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) and free troposphere (FT),
and 3) in situ measurements of CO2, CH4, and H2O collected 100 m above ground level (AGL)
or higher from towers. The airborne platform functional requirements, which are determined
from the Science Traceability Matrix (STM), are met by using the NASA P-3B and UC-12
aircraft, whose operating and performance characteristics are shown in Table 3-1. The ground
requirements are met by using instrumented towers described in Section 3.3.3. Both the UC-12
and the P-3B have the capacity to carry their respective payloads (Figure 3-1 and Table 3-2) with
weight margins >20%. Both NASA aircraft are extremely reliable, having been utilized in many
other flight campaigns with similar flight profile requirements, most recently the Deriving
Information on Surface conditions from Column and Vertically Resolved Observations Relevant
to Air Quality (DISCOVER-AQ) mission, and also require no modification to accommodate the
science measurement instrument suite. ACT-America can use either the NASA Langley UC-12
or B-200 aircraft for the flight campaigns since these aircraft are identical with regards to
instrument integration, operations, and their ability to complete the ACT science objectives. The
capability to utilize either aircraft significantly reduces the risk of not having an aircraft available
due to maintenance or other unforeseen conflicts. The backup aircraft for the P-3B is the NASA
C-130 aircraft, which likewise has the capabilities to fulfill the role of the P-3B if needed.
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Table 3-1. The NASA P-3B and UC-12 aircraft have the appropriate characteristics and
margins required to execute successfully the ACT-America mission.
NASA Effective
Aircraft
Duration
Center1 (Hours)

Max
Altitude
(Feet)

P-3B
UC-12

28000
28000

WFF
LaRC

9
3

Airspeed Allowable
Payload
(Knots) Weight (Lbs)
330
260

14478
1100

ACT
Allowable
Payload Weight Payload
Weight2 Margin3 Power
(Lbs)
(Watts)
4888
63%
89800
770
23%
4200

ACT
Payload
Power
(Watts)
4142.9
671

Power
Margin3
95%
82%

1WFF

= Wallops Flight Facility, Wallops Island, Virginia; LaRC = Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia
weights include the weight of all ACT instruments, instrument racks, peripheral equipment, and all crew including
researchers, pilots, and flight crew. See the Master Equipment List in the appendices, for individual instrument mass and
power. Aircraft characteristics can be found at http://airbornescience.nasa.gov.
3Margin = [AC Capability - (Payload Current Best Estimate) (1 + Uncertainty)]/AC Capability. Uncertainty = 10% due to the
extensive flight history and high TRL of all ACT-American instruments.
2Payload

3.2 Logistics
The ACT-America team leverages extensive experience from decades of aircraft
measurement campaigns, including the recent Langley-managed DISCOVER-AQ Earth
Venture mission that similarly uses the P-3B and UC-12 aircraft. Each of the five ACTAmerica flight campaigns consists of measurements in three regions: the Northeast with bases at
NASA Wallops Flight Facility (the home of the P-3B) and NASA Langley Research Center (the
home of the UC-12 and B-200), the Midwest basing out of Sioux City, Iowa, and the South
basing out of Shreveport, Louisiana. Utilizing the home airfields for one of the regions reduces
ACT travel costs, risks, and logistical efforts. Sioux City and Shreveport have all the necessary
maintenance facilities required to operate successfully the P-3B and UC-12 while deployed,
including fuel, hangar space, and runway length, and both locations were vetted and selected by
the P-3B and UC-12 Aircraft Managers at NASA Wallops and NASA Langley. While basing out
of the NASA centers, both aircraft will have access to their full complements of maintenance
personnel, consumables, and spares. While deployed to the other two regions, the streamlined
deployment team nominally consists of the Logistics Officer, Principal Investigator (PI), Project
Scientist (PS), Instrument Scientists, and a minimum number of scientists and technicians
traveling with the aircraft. Critical consumables and spares are deployed with each aircraft and
other spares and equipment are shipped to each location via ground transportation. The ACTAmerica team spends about 2 weeks in each region, performing four to five science flights in
that time, allowing for flexibility in coordinating flight schedules with the weather systems
moving through each region. Daily teleconferences are held with the ACT-America science team
and with mission meteorologists to plan, execute, and discuss the results of each science flight.
Internet connections and office space are procured at each deployment location so that
preliminary field data can be processed, uploaded to servers at the Langley Atmospheric
Sciences Data Center (ASDC), and provided the next day to the field flight planning team.
3.3 Instrumentation
The instruments selected for the ACT-America mission have proven measurement
accuracy, precision, and heritage exceeding the requirements needed to achieve the ACT
science goals. The P-3B payload includes two remote sensing instruments: the Multi-Functional
Fiber Laser Lidar (MFLL, Dobler et al. 2013), a Laser Absorption Spectrometer (LAS) for
measuring CO2 column number density weighted to the near surface atmosphere as well as range
to the surface and surface reflectance, and the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL, Hair et al.
2008)), an aerosol backscatter lidar for measuring ABL depth and aerosol distributions (Table 32). The P-3B also carries a comprehensive suite of in situ sensors measuring CO2, CH4, carbon
monoxide (CO), ozone (O3), and H2O (water), and flasks that measure CO2 and CH4 as well as
GHG tracers, particularly CO, COS, and 14CO2. The UC-12 has an identical suite of in situ
sensors and flask sampling capability (Table 3-2). In situ sensor redundancy for CO2, CH4 and
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CO on each aircraft provides the opportunity to evaluate in flight performance of the
measurements. Both aircraft are also equipped to provide high accuracy and precision
meteorological measurements. All instruments meet or exceed the precision and accuracy levels
required by the STM over the requisite averaging scale. Most instruments exceed the STM
requirements at their native resolutions, which are higher than those required by the STM.

Figure 3-1. The WFF P-3B aircraft and the LaRC UC-12 aircraft are the platforms for remote
(P-3B) and in situ (P-3B and UC-12) science measurements. The two aircraft carry a suite of
GHG and GHG tracer measurements that enable the ACT science objectives to be addressed. All
instruments used in ACT are TRL 8 or higher and have flown on previous science campaigns.
Table 3-2. The ACT-America instruments provide the necessary measurements and
measurement precisions required to achieve the mission objectives.
Instrument

Platfor
m

Technique

TRL

LAS1

Species/
Parameter

Instrument Precision
(Averaging Time)

CO2 Column
Density4

≤0.08% (10 sec)
≤0.25% (1 sec)

STM Precision
Requirement [over 20
km (~130 sec) unless
otherwise noted]
0.1%
1% (0.2 km)

Range to
ground

< 1m (0.1 sec)

5 m (0.2 km)

MFLL

P-3B

Pseudorandom
Number
Altimetry

8

HSRL

P-3B

Pulsed Lidar

9

ABL Height5

≤ 100 m (10 sec)

100 m

Picarro
G2401-m

P-3B,
UC-12

CRDS2

9

Laser
Spectrometer

CO2
CH4
CO
H2O

≤ 0.15 ppm (5 sec)
≤ 1 ppb (5 sec)
≤ 30 ppb (5 sec)
≤ 0.12 g/kg (5 sec)

1 ppm
4 ppb
15 ppb
0.5 g/kg

9

O3

1 ppb (10 sec)

8 ppb

CRDS2

9

CO2
CH4

P-3B,
UC-12

GC/
MS3

9

CO2, CH4, CO,
14CO2, COS

≤ 0.07 ppm (5 sec)
≤ 0.5 ppb (5 sec)
0.2 ppm CO2;1 ppb CH4; 2
per mil 14CO2;2 ppt COS;
(all 10 sec)

1 ppm hourly
4 ppb hourly
1 ppm CO2; 4 ppb hourly
CH4; 2 per mil 14CO2; 10
ppt COS

P-3B

INS3

1 m/s; +/- 5 degrees (0.1 sec)

1 m/s; 5 degrees

P-3B,
UC-12

Various

0.25 mbar (0.015 sec)
0.2 degrees Celsius (0.15
sec)

0.5 mbar

2B Technologies P-3B,
Model 205
UC-12
Picarro
Tower
G2301
Flasks

Environmental
Parameters Suite
1LAS

9

Wind Speed
and Direction
Pressure
Temperature

0.5 degrees Celsius

= Laser Absorption Spectroscopy; 2CRDS = Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy; 3GC/MC = Gas Chromatography/Mass
Spectroscopy; 3INS = Inertial Navigation System; Note that location, altitude, air speed, and aircraft pitch, roll, and yaw, are
also provided and recorded by onboard aircraft systems. 4MFLL also provides surface reflectance variability. 5HSRL also
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provides aerosol distribution variability. See the Master Equipment List in the appendices (6.1) for individual instrument mass
and power.

3.3.1 Remote Sensing Instruments
MFLL: The MFLL, shown in the left hand side of Figure 3-2 during science flights on the
NASA DC-8 aircraft, is a suite of Continuous-Wave (CW) lidar instruments consisting of: 1) an
intensity modulated multi-frequency single-beam synchronous-detection Laser Absorption
Spectrometer (LAS) operating at 1571 nm for measuring the column amount of CO2 number
density between the aircraft and the surface or to cloud tops, and surface reflectance, and 2) a
Pseudo-random Noise (PN) altimeter at 1596 nm for measuring the path length from the aircraft
to the scattering surface and/or cloud tops..

Figure 3-2. Left: The ITT Exelis MFLL instrument, shown here as a full system integrated on the
NASA DC-8 aircraft, remotely measures column densities of CO2 and path length between the P3B aircraft and the ground or cloud surface. Right: The HSRL, shown here integrated on the
NASA P-3B aircraft, will provide measurements of the height of the atmospheric boundary layer.
Both remote sensors have been flight-proven through multiple aircraft missions and are
integrated on the NASA P-3B aircraft for ACT-America.
The LAS instrument, developed by Exelis, Inc. (previously ITT Space Systems, LLC) in 2004
(Dobler, et al., 2013, Lin, et al., 2013, Dobbs et al., 2007, 2008a), has been extensively evaluated
in 1000+ hours of ground testing and in 13 multi-day flight campaigns conducted over a variety
of meteorological conditions and surface types during both days and nights (Browell et al., 2008,
2009, 2012). The LAS CO2 column measurements have a precision of 0.08% for a 10-s
horizontal average (~1.5 km on P-3B) over land and 0.18% over water. These precision values
are equivalent to relative CO2 mole fraction precisions of about 0.30 ppm and 0.72 ppm,
respectively. Absolute comparisons of CO2 remote and in situ measurements showed an absolute
accuracy of 0.65 ppm of CO2 (Dobler, et al., 2013, Browell et al., 2012), meeting the 1 ppm CO2
accuracy requirement. Based on this extensive flight testing, the LAS instrument meets the CO2
column measurement requirements of the mission and is considered to be at TRL-8.
HSRL: The NASA Langley Research Center airborne HSRL, shown on the right hand side of
Figure 3-2, has been deployed in nearly 20 atmospheric measurement campaigns primarily to
make accurate, calibrated measurements of cloud and aerosol properties in support of
atmospheric composition, climate, and air quality studies (Hair et al., 2008). The primary
products of the LaRC HSRL are profile measurements of aerosol extinction (at 532 nm),
backscatter (at 532 and 1064 nm), and depolarization (at 532 and 1064 nm) along its aircraft
flight track. The primary product of HSRL for ACT-America is accurate measurements of the
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height of the ABL. Decades of
research show that airborne lidar is
a reliable approach for measuring
ABL height (e.g., Melfi et al.,
1985; Davis et al., 2000; Grabon et
al.,
2010)
and
evaluating
atmospheric models (Desai et al.,
2005; Reen et al., 2006, 2013).
Comparison of HSRL-derived ABL
heights with ABL heights derived
from a ceilometer and radiosondes
indicate that the HSRL-derived
ABL height meets the precision Figure 3-3. Top Left: The Picarro analyzer, shown here
requirements of the STM (Scarino integrated on the NASA DC-8 aircraft, will provide
et al., 2013). The NASA Langley continuous measurements of CO, CO2, CH4, and H2O mole
HSRL is a mature airborne fractions. Bottom Left: The 2B Technologies Model 205
instrument that has previously continuously measures O3. Right: The NOAA
flown on the P-3B and will provide programmable flask packages, shown here integrated on
proven measurements of ABL the NOAA C-130 aircraft, will provide measurements of
depth. In addition, changes in CO2, CH4, CO, isotopes of CO2, and COS. All instruments
aerosol distribution will be used to meet the requirements of the ACT-America STM.
interpret OCO-2 / MFLL comparisons.
3.3.2 Airborne In Situ Instruments
Picarro continuous CO2/CH4/H2O/CO: The P-3B and UC-12 both have Picarro instruments,
shown in Figure 3-3. The Picarro instruments have been extensively tested on aircraft flights
(Karion et al., 2013a, b; Mays et al., 2009; Turnbull et al., 2011).Picarro analyzers are based on
Wavelength-Scanned Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (WS-CRDS), a time-based measurement
utilizing a near-infrared laser to measure a spectral signature of molecular absorption. Gas flows
through a 35 35-cc optical cavity with an effective path length of up to 20 km and pressure of
140 Torr. Extremely stable and high-precision measurements are achieved through cavity
temperature, pressure, and wavelength laser frequency control to better than 0.002°C, 0.00003
atm and 1 MHz, respectively. Aircraft instruments are similar to surface-based sensors, but use
faster flow rates, solid-state data storage, and additional vibration isolation. These instruments
exceed the precision requirements of the STM for all four gases (Table 3-2, Karion et al., 2013a).
Accuracies of 0.2 ppm for CO2 and 2 ppb for CH4 (Karion et al., 2013a) also exceed mission
accuracy requirements of 1 ppm for CO2 and 4 ppb for CH4.
2B Technologies Continuous O3: The Model 205 O3 monitor, shown in Figure 3-3, uses two
ultraviolet beams in two cells to simultaneously measure O3-scrubbed air and unscrubbed air.
This model has been approved by the Environmental Protection Agency as a Federal Equivalent
Method (FEM) and is the fastest UV-based O3 monitor available. The O3 monitor has been
previously flown on tropospheric chemistry field missions and meets the accuracy and precision
requirements laid out in the STM (Bertschi et al. 2004).
Flask Measurement System: The NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) carbon
cycle group has developed programmable flask packages (PFP) used in their aircraft network
since 2003 and the tall tower measurement network since 2006 (Figure 3-3). The PFPs hold
twelve 0.7-L silicate glass flasks that can be triggered manually or automatically at specific
altitudes, times or locations. Measurements of CO2, CH4, CO and other trace gases are made on
one of two nearly identical automated analytical systems; the same systems are used in the ESRL
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ground, tall tower, and aircraft networks (Conway et al., 1994; Dlugokencky et al., 1994; Novelli
et al., 1998). COS (and hydrocarbons and halocarbons) will be measured via Gas
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry measurements. PFP flask sample responses are calibrated
against whole air working reference gases, which, in turn, are calibrated with respect to
gravimetric primary standards. At selected times, duplicate flasks will be collected and analyzed
for 14CO2. Accuracy and precision for these measurements are 0.2 ppm for CO2,2 ppb for CH4
(Karion et al., 2013a), 2 ppb for CO (Novelli et al., 1998) 2 ppt for COS (Montzka et al., 2007)
and 2 per mil for 14CO2, matching or exceeding the STM accuracy and precision requirements.
Environmental Parameters Suite: Water vapor, pressure, and ambient temperature are
measured on both aircraft. Wind direction and speed will be measured on the P-3B only. Water
vapor will be measured using a 3-stage chilled mirror hygrometer to make dew/frost point
measurements with an accuracy of 0.2°C. Ambient temperature will be derived using a
Rosemount non-deiced model 102 total air temperature probe with a precision of 0.2°C.
Horizontal and vertical winds on board the P-3B are calculated from high precision pressure
transducers and aircraft position and attitude data generated by Honeywell inertial navigation
positioning systems. Wind speed direction will be measured to within 5 degrees while horizontal
winds will have an accuracy of ±1 m/s. Both measurements are made at 10-Hz intervals.
3.3.3 Surface Measurements
ACT-America will install five Picarro CO2/CH4/H2O instruments on existing communications
towers, filling gaps that exist in or near our three study regions in the existing tower network
(Figure2-1). Specific sites will be selected in science-critical locations based on tall tower and
local Ethernet or cell phone data connection availability. Data will be collected at 100 m AGL or
higher. Daily, automated data transfer to the Langley Atmospheric Science Data Center will
allow remote monitoring of instrument status and investigation planning. The tower-based
investigators continuously operated five similar tower installations in the Midwest from 20072009 (Richardson et al., 2012b; Miles et al., 2012) and are currently operating 12 such
installations around the city of Indianapolis (Miles et al., 2013). Additional measurements that
will be used in this study include NOAA moorings along the East and Gulf coasts, the Total
Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON) sites at Park Falls, Wisconsin (WLEF) and the
Department of Energy-Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (DOE-ARM) Central Facility, OK
sites, and the NOAA Aircraft (biweekly vertical profiles) and Tall Tower networks. These data
are all accessible to the public. ACT-America investigators have extensive background working
with these networks and the responsible investigators and programs.
3.4 Instrument Development Approach
No instrument development is required for the ACT-America mission. All instruments necessary
to accomplish the ACT-America baseline and threshold science requirements are currently at or
above TRL-8 (Table 3-2) and have extensive flight heritage. Costs for appropriate spare parts are
included for each instrument in the ACT-America budget.
3.5 Calibration/Validation, Safety and Investigation Assurance
Before each ACT-America flight campaign, we establish that each element of the mission is
performing at or above the level of performance required to achieve the mission goals
through a comprehensive Integration, Test, and Validation (IT&V) program. The ACTAmerica instruments, aircraft, mission operations, and ground systems are validated in preoperational demonstrations that include coordinated flights of the P-3B and UC-12 manned by
mission operations staff and using mission ground data systems and operational procedures. The
ACT-America IT&V flow (Figure 3-4) starts with performance validation of each instrument and
ground system, with performance validation of combined elements performed during successive
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stages of tests. Commitment letters for all facilities required for IT&V are included in Section
6.3.1.

Figure 3-4. Every ACT-America mission element undergoes comprehensive performance
validation prior to each operation deployment. The ACT-America team is familiar with these
Integration and Test (I&T) requirements and procedures through our extensive experience with
other airborne flight campaigns, such as DISCOVER-AQ.
3.5.1 Instrument Calibration and Validation Activities
Flight testing procedures: The ACT-America team has extensive experience in flying airborne
instruments for atmospheric measurements, and this experience will be used in planning and
executing the calibration and validation (Cal/Val) activities, shown schematically in Figure 3-4.
Initial science instrumentation Cal/Val will be performed in laboratory and ground tests by the
responsible research scientists prior to aircraft and tower IT&V (Figure 3-4, “Science
Instruments”). The ACT-America schedule includes ample systems preparation time to allow for
instrument maintenance prior to each campaign. All required maintenance is performed on the
aircraft prior to instrument integration. Once integrated, a comprehensive science instrument
Cal/Val program begins (Figure 3-4, “Aircraft Systems & Validation”) including ground tests for
both ground and flight instruments, and extensive airborne testing for the aircraft instruments.
The instruments and aircraft systems undergo joint ground tests to verify nominal operability
prior to the execution of functional check flights (FCFs) for each aircraft. The FCFs verify
correct operation of all aircraft systems during flight without science instruments operating and
typically last <2 hours per aircraft. Upon successful completion of the FCFs, the aircraft
performs typically 1-2 instrument check flights (ICFs) to validate in-flight operations of the
science instruments.
These ICFs will include 100-km legs over land at 5-km altitudes with spirals at the start and end
of a flight to provide in situ profiles from near the surface to flight altitudes to compare with the
remote column measurements. In situ trace gas and meteorological profiles will sample
atmospheric layering throughout the lower troposphere that can be compared with the HSRL to
confirm its functionality for detecting ABL depth. ICFs are conducted under a range of
atmospheric and surface conditions to validate the measurement performance of the sensors and
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typically last 2-4 hours each. The ICFs also present the opportunity to test and verify ACTAmerica procedures, mission operations, and flight data processing and management.
The flight tests are scheduled to occur during the 2-week integration period prior to each ACTAmerica campaign, and as all of the ACT-America instruments have flight heritage, experience
has shown that all required Cal/Val activities can be performed in this period. At the end of the
Cal/Val activity, we expect to have validated the performance of the remote and in situ
instruments to the required measurement performance standards stated in the STM for the ACTAmerica mission as well as the procedures and mission operations that will ensure that ACTAmerica goals are achieved.
In addition, during the ACT-America deployments, we will continually verify the performance
of the instruments by comparing the UC-12 underflight data with the frequent P-3B descent and
ascent in situ profiles, continually assessing the in situ trace gas measurements via aircraft intercomparisons and comparisons between flask and continuous measurements. This approach to
continuous quality assurance for all sensors has been successfully used in conjunction with
airborne lidar measurements of O3 and H2O in over 33 major NASA airborne field experiments
conducted all over the world(Browell et al., 2005).
Instrument calibration procedures: Picarro continuous in-situ analyzers will be routinely
calibrated in-flight to show that their measurements are accurate to better than the required 1
ppm for CO2 and 4 ppb for CH4 using reference tanks from NOAA/ESRL that are calibrated with
respect to the NOAA gravimetrically-prepared standards for CO2, CH4, and CO, and are on the
WMOX2007 (CO2) and WMOX2004 (CH4 and CO) mole fraction scales (Zhao and Tans, 2006;
Dlugokencky et al., 2005; Novelli et al., 1991). Data calibrations and water corrections will be
performed as described in Karion, et al., (2013a). Trace gas measurements of air collected in
NOAA flasks are all also reported on these same World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
standard scales. Flask sample collection and measurement methods are described in detail in the
previous four references.
The MFLL has internal calibration and normalization subsystems and does not require
calibration for retrievals of column CO2 number density and range to the surface and cloud tops.
Comparisons with in situ measurements will be made on each science flight. CO2 column
number density and laser altimetry from the MFLL data will be processed after each flight
following Dobler et al., (2013). The HSRL relies on internal self-contained calibration during
each flight for accurate retrievals of aerosol intensive and extensive properties (Hair et al., 2008)
which are used for the ABL height retrieval (Scarino et al., 2013). The 2B Technologies Trace
Gas Analyzer reports O3 mole fractions and is calibrated prior to each flight with an instrument
accompanied NIST traceable O3 calibration source set at ambient background levels. No postanalysis aside for quality assurance is required prior to archiving.
3.5.2 Aircraft Performance Validation
Program Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs), Critical Design Reviews (CDRs), and Systems
Requirements Reviews (SRRs) are held for each aircraft to ensure that instrument-to-aircraft
interfaces are well defined. Safety of flight operations is reviewed annually by Airworthiness and
Safety Review Boards (ASRBs). Qualified aircraft personnel fabricate the aircraft instrument
accommodations and install science instrumentation. After instrument integration, an
Experimental Systems Readiness Review (ESRR) is convened to verify readiness for each
aircraft and a series of FCFs and ICFs are performed to ensure that the aircraft and the
instruments are operating correctly. Aircraft FCFs are performed at Wallops and Langley for the
P-3B and UC-12, respectively, and the instrument ground tests and ICFs are performed as
described in Section 3.5.1.
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3.5.3 Mission Operations
The ACT-America mission operations and procedures are based on Langley’s extensive flight
campaign experience and will be evaluated through a mission PDR and Flight Readiness Review
(FRR) prior to the first campaign. Data processing and archiving equipment and procedures are
set up well in advance of the first campaign to allow for significant system testing and interaction
with the instrument scientists who are contributing to the archive.
The Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) and LaRC aircraft personnel have extensive experience in
obtaining flight clearances in all types of airspace utilized during ACT-America. The ACTAmerica flight patterns are flexible and can be adapted to avoid flying directly over urban areas
or other controlled air space. Significant advance planning and coordination with Federal
Aviation Administration air-traffic-control authorities starts immediately and occurs during the
year leading up to the first ACT-America campaign and continuously throughout the ACTAmerica mission. Stormy weather flights will avoid convective cores, eliminating substantial
flight risks. Aircraft coordination is only required at takeoff with selected flight times and
patterns.
The PS makes day-to-day flight decisions during the ACT-America campaigns working in close
consultation with the PI, taking into account local weather conditions and meteorological
forecasts, instrument and aircraft requirements, and ACT-America objectives. The PI guides
flight selection and location focusing on the scientific needs and objectives. The PS deploys with
the aircraft during every ACT-America campaign to assist in decision-making. OCO-2
underflights are directly coordinated with the OCO-2 operations team to ensure that the satellite
is collecting science data along the ground track of each ACT-America underflight.
3.5.4 Systems Engineering, Safety and Investigation Assurance (SIA)
The ACT-America study uses proven LaRC personnel, facilities, and tools to implement a
robust, integrated management structure for project implementation. We have on our team senior
engineers with extensive backgrounds in project management, systems engineering, and mission
assurance. The ACT-America system engineering activities are guided by NPR 7123.1A - NASA
Systems Engineering Processes and Requirements and a project-specific Systems Engineering
Management Plan. The ACT-America SIA activities for the mission are conducted according to
Center Interim Directive 5300.1 Program/Product Assurance and LPR-1710.16, Aviation
Operations & Safety Manual.
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